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Abstract: Ultrasonic surgical aspirators have been applied

in neurosurgery for several years, but some of the minor

limil its applications in general surgery. In
order to eliminate major complaints, the endoscopic
contact ultrasonic probe wqs constructed. During the
construction process of the endoscopic contact ultrasonic
probe, it was necessary to verify right choices between
available technical solutions. This paper covers an
experimental procedure that is applied in procedure of
disadvantages

optimization of resonant vibrating system. Possible choices
of the specially shaped velocity transformers were mounted
on the same ultrasonic transducer. The subharmonic
emission fro* ultrasonically irradiated media with every

possible choices, were integrated over time, and the

resultant signal is found to correlate with
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It must be stated that the other effects (hammer effect,
shock induced stress, acoustic streaming, surface impact of
particles) have significant part in successful fragmentation

of the tissue [2,3]. Through the collaboration with the
neurosurgeons from the Dept. of Neurosurgery, University
Hospital Center, Zagreb, Croatia, the following disadvantages of ultrasonic aspirators were highlighted:
a) the thickness of the probe tip, which is unsuitable for
fine surgical manipulation,

b) the rigid

shape of the probe applicator tip, disable the
possibility of reaching deep seated tumors as well the
possibility of performing third ventriculocisternostomy

c)

of the third brain ventricle,
for the fragmentation of hard, firm tumors, the installed

d)
e)

shorter, i.e., less exposure of the health tissue to the high
energy acoustical waves and other potential problems),
the large size of the handpiece,
the heavy weight of the handpiece.

the

c i e ncy.

INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic surgery aspirators, also known as ultrasonic
knives, are widely used in removal of dental plaque, in
phaco emulsification (treatment of cataracts), in recanalisation of coronary arteries and in litotripsy of calculi in
bile ducts, parotid glands and kidneys. The surgeons requests for many modifications and improvements make the
ultrasonic aspirator the most common complex adjunct
instrument used in the resection of the tissue. The ultrasonic
aspirator is ideal for tissues such as polyps or parenchyma,
where there is a lot of intra and extra cellular moisture. The
moderate effect is obtained when the tissue contains little
moisture, e.g. elastic, collagenous tissue such as a blood
vessel or bile duct. In the case of hard, calcified tissue, the
effect is more mechanical, causing fragmentation (Figure l).
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ultrasonic power is insufficient (with more output
acoustical power the operational procedure would be

On the basis of the mentioned complaints and available

data from literature the new, ultrasonic probe for
endoscopically assisted surgery were constructed (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Endoscopic contact ultrasonic probe
Primary objective of our project was to simpliff, and
improve surgical procedures in the treatment of
hydrocephalus and certain types of cystic and tumour
diseases in hardly accessible and functionally important
regions of the neural tissue. The endoscopic contact
ultrasonic probe can be described as needle type probe. The
main reason for such claim is outer diameter of the probe tip
which is only 1,6 mm. The possible use of elastic titanium
wire I ,4 to 2 mm in diameter ensures necessary flexibility,
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Applicator tip

Operation principle

of

ultrasonic surgical

aspirator
The operational principle of the ultrasonic surgical aspirators is related to the phenomenon of acoustical cavitation

and the variable probe (wire) length from 35 to 90 cm
ensures possibility of reaching distant cystis or tumors.
In order to gain more output acoustical power from the
transducer, special attention has been paid to the electroacoustical characteristics of the transducer and specially
shaped wave guide.
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The proper design of the wave guide shape results with
increase of output power for approximately 20 %.

DESIGN OF THE PROBE
The probe has a complex ultrasonic transducer, com-

signal from the hydrophone was fed to the spectrum
analyzer HP3562A, where the data acquisition was
performed. A typical look of the power spectra of cavitation
noise at various ultrasound intensities dependent on the
applied voltage U to the probe with exponential horn is
presented on Figure 3.

posed of four PZT rings. When the variable electrical field

is applied over its electrodes, they vibrate in longitudinal
resonant frequency of transducer, together with anterior and
posterior metal piece. For its intrinsic resonant mechanical
frequency the approximately frequency of 25 kHz has been
selected. The key point of construction was choice of the
ultrasonic horn, also called ultrasonic concentrator. The
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oscillations of every ultrasonic horn can be described by a
set of three differential equations, in which displacement
components are interrelated.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT
Hence

the intirinsic frequency of the

sandwiched

ultrasonic transducer was approximately 25 kHz, it was
necessary to choose a most suitable shape of the ultrasonic
concentrator. After theoretical considerations, three possible
horn shapes were considered. In order to veriff our
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concentrators, which
concentrate the ultrasonic energy onto a small area. The
present-day ultrasonic technology employs various types of
horns, which differ in law according to their shape and cross
sections change. The most cornmon horns are stepped,
tapered, exponential, catenoidal and Gaussian. Generally,
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horn act either as amplifier, which magni$ vibration
displacement
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Figure 3: Power spectra of cavitation noise;/ is operating
frequency of ultrasonic probe with mounted concentrator
In order to obtain Subharmonic Index, the voltage signal
was fed from the direct output of spectrum analyzer to the
integrating filter circuit. The voltage level at the capacitor in
the integrating circuit at the end of each irradiation period
corresponds to the amplitude-time integral of the
subharmonic integral emitted by the source during the
inadiation period. The complete described procedure was

accomplished

for

every pair

of

intrinsic

sandwich

theoretical considerations and choice, all three horns were
constructed, and mounted on the same ultrasonic transducer,
one by one. The greater problem was finding the appropriate, simple method for measuring acoustical output of
complete ultrasonic probe. As a measurement method,
subharmonic detection method was chosen. Namely, when
biological system is exposed to high intensity ultrasonic
irradiation, the thermal and non-thermal effects may occur.

transducer and ultrasonic concentrator.

The most important non-thermal effect is cavitation. The
monitoring of acoustic emissions at the first subharmonic
frequency are widely used means of detecting cavitation,
while the "Subharmonic Index" is an approximate measure
of the total subharmonic energy emitted by the ultrasonic

this paper confirms that subharmonic detection

source [4].

[] L.J. Bond, W.W. Cimino, "Physics Of Ultrasonic

The signal generator HP 3314A and power amplifier

B&K 2713 were used as a source for the applied voltage to
the ultrasonic probe. Simultaneously with the data
acquisition, permanent measurement of the amplified
applied voltage and current, with their mutual phase
displacement were performed. On the basis of measured
data, the applied electrical power was calculated. With
described procedure, the same initial conditions for every
measurement were ensured. Ultrasonic irradiation was
carried out in the open-topped vessel which was filled with

distilled water.
For a subharmonic detection, a measuring hydrophone
type B&K 8100 was placed at the bottom of the tank,
perpendicular to the applicator tip of the ultrasonic probe. A

DISCUSSION

The described measurements

of cavitation activity

confirm theoretical expectation. Every

ultrasonic

concentrator has (dis)advantages which must be taken into
account, depending on application. The work described in
system

provides a sensitive indicator of cavitation activity.
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